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The Safest System for Cabinet Seals

PROTECT YOUR
CABINETS AND
ENCLOSURES
Assure the insulation of your
information with HAWKE the best
Multi Cable & Pipe Transit System to
protect your cabinets and enclosures
from external factors.
Using HAWKE, you are extending the
lifetime of your facility and equipments.
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THE PERFECT
SEALING SYSTEM
FOR CABINETS AND
ENCLOSURES
The Hawke Transit System has been designed to meet the exacting demands
of some of the most onerous hazardous areas that can be expected.
Company’s rigorous and comprehensive testing regime has resulted in
an impressive list of test reports and certificates issues by test houses and
certification bodies worldwide.

HAWKE the perfect
sealing system for:
Cabinets
Enclosures
Electrical Equipment
Generators
HVAC Systems
Junction Boxes
Panels
Power Systems
Structural Facility
Switchgear
Transformers
More...
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ADVANTAGES
OF HAWKE
TRANSIT SYSTEM
When using Hawke products, the installation process is
very simple: select a specific Tolerant block and install
it immediately onto the respective cable. The speed
of installation dramatically reduces labour costs when
compared to alternative products.

With the special design of the Hawke
Multidiameter blocks, you get 4 mm
of tolerance in the same block.
Due each block is manufactured
incorporing five sealing faces and four
seling grooves along the the internal
faces, which are displaced by the
sealing process. The five sealing faces
allows for correct sealing of cables
or pipes with an inconsistent outer
diameter or shape.

No onsite
modifications
needed

Modification of any product is a
process that can lead to human error.
Indeed, on a large project where
thousands of blocks have to be
modified, the probability to make a
mistake, is quite high.
Errors in modification to any sealing
block will result in the installation’s
integrity against; gas, water and fire
protection being completely lost.
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Total inspectability
The individual block halves are clearly colour-coded and they also display the
maximun and minimum diameter of cable/pipe which it is designated to seal.
The colour-coding allows the inspector to clearly identify that the blocks
have been correctly sized for the cable or pipe. Without colour-coding, it
is extremely dificult to inspect/verify that the system has been installed
correctly.
INCORRECT ASSEMBLY
Without colour-coding
incorrect assembly is
imposible to detect.

INCORRECT ASSEMBLY
Mismatched colour-coded block
halves identify areas which have
been incorrectly assembled.

CORRECT ASSEMBLY
Colour-coded block halves
provide visual conf irmation
of correct assembly.

No waste material
Due to our Tolerant Blocks not need of any modification on
site, there is therefore no junk material to dispose of.
This means that potential hazards and hidden cost associated
with the disposal of waste product are removed.
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SEALING AGAINST
EXTERNAL
CONDITIONS
Hawke Cabinet Sealing Systems are prepared to seal in different applications, such as;
Electrical enclosures and switch boards, data centres and electrical rooms. Company
rigorous and comprehensive testing regime has resulted in an impressive list of test
reports and certif icates issues by test houses and certif ication bodies worldwide.
Our Cabinet Sealing Systems give IP- 66/67 protection among other features to cable
entries within an electrical cabinet/enclosure, avoiding water and dust to penetrate
it thus protecting the equipment inside.
Its modular design allows modif ications to be done exactly as in standard installations.
Using a H-DM & H-HC is an easier and quicker alternative to using conventional gland
plates.

H-DM

H-HC

The modular design of the
H-DM allows modifications to
be done exactly as in standard
installations.

Hawke H-HC is a sealing system
for cables entering and outdoor
electrical cabinets.

Using a H-DM is an easier and
quicker alternative to using
conventional gland plates.

Using a H-HC is an easier and
quicker alternative to using
conventional gland plates.
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H-DM
System
With Hawke H-HC it is not necessary to strip the
cable, making it suitable for applications subject
to "COLD FLOW", making the grounding by the
traditional method, safer and more functional,
inside the cabinet.

Hawke H-DM is a cable sealing solution for soft liquid and dust conditions
(IP66 and IP67); specially designed for the sealing of electrical panelboards and
cabinets.
To be installed with Hawke DM series: tolerant and blank sealing modules,
compression system and stayplates.
The cable transit is:
Available in different f rame sizes (4, 6.3 and 6+6).
To be equipped with Hawke DM blocks.
To be sealed using integrated compression unit.
To be installed (bolted) inside or outside the panel boards and cabinets.
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FEATURES OF
THE HAWKE
H-DM FRAME
Frame
Powder-coated aluminum frame manufactured and
finished to the highest quality achieving a very low
weight. Hawke frames for cabinet sealing systems
are designed to be bolted.

Compression System
The final element of the system installation, it is
inserted at the top of the aperture. The Compression
System is used to apply and distribute compression
throughout the system. Endpacker unit applies
pressure to seal the system, without the need of
compression plate or the use of any compression
tools.
Hawke Tolerant and Blank blocks
Made of zero halogen elastomer
polymer, each block accepts a range
of cable/pipe diameters without the
need of any modifications, enabling the
complete range of standard sizes to be
covered by a small number of blocks.
Filler Blocks are used to fill up unused
space within the frame. This allows room
for any future requirements.
HTS’s unique inspectable colour coding
shows that the correct sizes of blocks are
selected, avoiding installation mistakes
and allowing easy inspection.

Hawke H-DM is a sealing system for
cables entering an INDOOR electrical
cabinet.
It’s modular an easily upgradable
system. We don’t need to make new
holes in the case of adding cables.
Very easy assembly. The installer does
not need to modify each block to
adapt it to the diameter of the cable.
A large number of cables can be
sealed with a single hole, optimizing
the useful space.
We reduce installation time by 50%
compared to cable glands.
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H-DM
Hawke H-DM is a low weight cable sealing solution,
designed for the sealing of electrical panel boards
and cabinets against external conditions.
CHARACTERISTICS
Available in three standard 120 mm width (internal)
sizes (4, 6.3 and 6+6) and in two standard 60mm
width (internal) sizes (1 and 5).
Designed to be bolted inside or outside the electrical
panel board/cabinet.
Materials: Aluminium.
IP66 and IP67 protection.
To be sealed with Hawke DM series: DM tolerant and
blank sealing modules, CSDM compression system
and stayplates.
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H-DM
SEALING AREA

HOLE DIMENSION
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DM Tolerant blocks
Hawke DM tolerant blocks are designed to
accommodate different cable sizes passing through
the f rame.
Like all Hawke modules, its degree of flexibility allows
cable diameter variances and its colour-coding
feature allows easy installation and onsite inspection.
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DMBlank blocks
Hawke DM blank modules are designed to f ill spaces
within the f rame which are not required for services,
thus allowing spare capacity for future requirements.
H
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STAYPLATES
Stayplates ensure the blocks in a Hawke rectangular
system (tolerant and blank ones) are f ixed in position
after compression.
A stayplate should be placed above each complete
row of insert/f iller blocks, also one stayplate should
be installed below the HDM endpacker (already
included in CSDM compression kit).
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CSDMCompression Kit
Hawke CSDM Compression system is used in H-DM
f rames to compress and seal the installation of cables
and DM modules. It includes the endpacker unit,
5mm f iller strip and two stayplates. The 5mm f iller
strip can be installed as either the top or bottom row
of blocks within a H-DM aperture.
The extra 5mm strip is recommended to be placed on
the bottom row of the f rame, along with one of the
stayplates.

INSTALLATION OPTIONS
option 1
(recommended)

option 2

Option 1 (recommended): Endpacker and stayplate located in upper end of the f rame. Dm50
compensation module located on the bottom end, with a stayplate over it (never between
module and f rame).
Option 2: Enpacker, DM50 compensation module and 2 stayplates located in the upper end
of the f rame. Each stayplate should be located in between the rubber components (endpacker-DM50 and DM50-inferior modules).
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H-HC
System
The H-HC system is the perfect solution to seal any entering of cables an outdoor electrical
cabinet. Following the same design as standard cabinet seals, Hawke H-HC systems is
designed for electric boxes and cabinets with low dimensions.
Its certif icated for: Fire, Water, Gas, Radiation, Chemicals, Explosion (EX), Smoke and Vermin.
This modular system is easily upgradeable. We don’t need to make new holes in the case of
adding cables.

With Hawke H-HC it is not necessary to strip the
cable, making it suitable for applications subject
to "COLD FLOW", making the grounding by the
traditional method, safer and more functional,
inside the cabinet.
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FEATURES OF
THE HAWKE
H-HC FRAME
Frame
Mild steel or stainless steel frame manufactured
and finished to the highest quality. Available in two
different sizes with 60 and 120 mm width (internal)
and 5 cm flange. Hawke frames for cabinet sealing
systems are designed to be bolted.
Compression System
The final element of the system installation, it is
inserted at the top of the aperture. The Compression
System is used to apply and distribute compression
throughout the system. Endpacker unit applies
pressure to seal the system, without the need of
compression plate or the use of any compression
tools.
Hawke Tolerant and Blank blocks
Made of zero halogen intumescent
elastomer polymer, each block accepts
a range of cable/pipe diameters without
the need of any modifications, enabling
the complete range of standard sizes to
be covered by a small number of blocks.
Filler Blocks are used to fill up unused
space within the frame. This allows room
for any future requirements.
HTS’s unique inspectable colour coding
shows that the correct sizes of blocks are
selected, avoiding installation mistakes
and allowing easy inspection.

To be installed (bolted) inside or
outside the panels and cabinets.
To be sealed with plugs and standard
HAWKE compression system,
stayplates and lubricant.
No additional tools required for
installation.
Very easy assembly. The installer does
not need to modify each block to
adapt it to the diameter of the cable.
A large number of cables can be
sealed with a single hole, optimizing
the useful space.
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H-HC
The H-HC f rame is manufactured with a 5 cm ﬂange.
This ﬂange can be placed centrally in the f rame or
offset on one side. Available in two sizes, 60 and 120
mm wide (internal).
CHARACTERISTICS
Material: Made of mild steel or stainless steel.
To be installed (bolted) inside or outside the panels and
cabinets.
To be sealed with plugs and standard HAWKE
compression system, stayplates and lubricant.
Compression tool 60mm required for installation.

SEALING AREA
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TOLERANT BLOCKS
Hawke HF tolerant blocks are designed to accommodate
cables/pipes passing through the f rame. Our special
design incorporates f ive contact points which allows the
blocks to accommodate a range of different diameters and
accept variances in cable/pipe diameter. Each block that
a sealing range of 3-4mm without the need for any onsite
modif ications.
Also, Hawke’s unique inspectable colour code make
installation easier, faster and allows a visual inspection of
the transit when complete.

CHARACTERISTICS
Made of zero halogen, intumescent elastomeric polymer.
No modif ication of the block needed during installation.
Zero waste material.
Four sealing grooves within the internal faces ensure
correct contact all along the cable/pipe.
Minimum and maximum sealing range is marked on the
blocks. Also, the colour-coding allows for correct visual
inspection. Our system can be visually inspected at a
glance.
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TOLERANT BLOCKS
Hawke manufacture a range of blocks to suit the most
popular waveguides sizes. (See table) Please note that
other sizes can be made to order. Please contact our
Sales Department with details.
Hawke wave guide insert blocks are used inserted in
standard HF Blocks.
To ease assembly and guarantee system performance it
is a requirement that cables enter and exit the aperture
perpendicular in all axis to the face of the f rame.
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BLANK BLOCKS
Hawke HF blank modules are designed to f ill spaces
within the f rame which are not required for services,
thus allowing spare capacity for future requirements.

Blank blocks

Round corner blank blocks

Filler strips
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TREFOIL BLOCKS
Hawke trefoil blocks are used to accommodate three
singles phase power cables within the same block.
This negates eddy currents being induced into a
ferrous steel f rame thus negating heat induction
within the f rame.

SPECIAL INSERT
BLOCKS
When Hawke Transit Frames are penetrated by services
that are shaped anything other than circular, e.g. busbars,
special cables, earthtraps, etc.
Special blocks can be manufactured.
All special blocks are tested in our laboratory to ensure
viability and performance.
Please contact our Sales Department for more information.
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COMPRESSION SYSTEM
The Unique Hawke Compression System is used in
rectangular f rames to compress and seal the installation of
cables/pipes within HF modules. It is composed by:
- Endpacker: The f inal element of the f rame installation,
this is inserted above the compression plate. The
tightening of the bolts and the steel insert pins provides
pressure to the system and ensures correct sealing.
- Compression plate: Placed on top of the last row of
blocks, this plate distributes the pressure f rom the
endpacker to ensure the correct compression is applied
to the system.

CHARACTERISTICS
Available in 120 and 60mm width (for 120 and 60 mm
f rames).
Designed to be installed in all rectangular apertures.
Materials: Mild Steel, Stainless Steel.

Endpacker 1642B

Compression plate 1642A
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STAYPLATES
Stayplates ensure the blocks in a Hawke rectangular
system (tolerant and blank ones) are f ixed in position
after compression. A stayplate should be placed
above each complete row of insert/f iller blocks.
However, never on the last top row (underneath the
compression plate) and never below the last bottom
row of blocks.
Available in AISI 304 stainless steel. AISI 316 and other
materials under request.
High pressure stayplates (931P) are to be used in
applications where the pressure requirement is greater
than 3.5 bar.

Hawke standard Stayplate

Hawke high pressure Stayplate
W
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ACCESSORIES
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COMPRESSION TOOL
This re-usable compression tool is designed to
apply compression to the system before placing the
endpacker within the f rame.
This makes the operation of installing the
compression system much easier than a conventional
bolt-type system.
Available in two versions for different f rame internal
width; 60mm (Ref. 982) and 120mm (Ref. 981).

PULLER
The Puller Tool (Ref. 980) is used to facilitate the
modif ication or dismantling of an installation.
This re-usable tool is designed to extract the
compression system without damaging the f rame
and reducing dismantling time up to 50%. This also
means that you can re-use the Hawke compression
system.

CLAMP TOOL
The Clamp Tool (Ref. 969) is used to aid onsite
installation.
This re-usable tool is designed to hold the blocks or
cables in position during an installation, especially
useful in horizontal f rames, partial installations or
when the amount of cables makes the installation
uneasy.

WELDING FIXING
TOOL
The Welding Fixing (Ref. 974) Tool is used to facilitate
the welding process on a marine f rame.
This re-usable tool is designed to hold the f rame
in position during the welding process, avoiding
deformations due to high temperature.
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LUBRICANT
Hawke Lubricant (Ref. 967) is used to facilitate
positioning the blocks and elements of a transit
during an installation.
The lubricant remains soft and will not dry out
with the passing of time, ensuring that future
modif ications or dismantling will not be impeded.

SILICONE FIREPROOF
SEALANT
Hawke Silicone Fireproof Sealant (Ref. 962) is used to
secure installation in marine bolted f rames and civil
bolted f rames and sleeves.
Fireproof sealant should be applied between the
flange of the f rame and the structure to ensure a
tight seal and avoid possible gaps.

MASTIC
Hawke Mastic (Ref. 966) is used to secure installation
in civil bolted f rames and sleeves.
Mastic should be applied between the flange of the
f rame and the structure to ensure a tight seal and
avoid possible gaps.

Also available in multiple aperture f rame sizes.
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DEVELOP YOUR
OWN MCT DESIGN
Hawke Design Software – HDS
Hawke Design Software makes easier
and faster the design of your cable
transit projects, calculating material list
and distribution automatically, while
maintaining traceability of all the cable data,
percentages of saturation per area, etc.
With HDS is possible to import project and
cable data f rom an extern f ile, managing
thousands of cables and transits in few
clicks and obtaining material lists, detailed
transit drawings and different kind of
project and transit reports.
The software allows to modify data and
do the recalculation automatically, always
giving best combination of f rames and
blocks in order to save money and time.
Installation drawings and cable layouts
facilitates the installation showing the

colour coded blocks, helping to save much
time and maintaining traceability of the
transits.
Save time designing your projects.
Manage big amount of cables and transits.
Import cable schedule and project data.
Calculate automatically or manually the
best combination of materials.
Export material list, reports and
installation drawings.
Modify cables position directly on the
drawing.
Preview the transit with colour coded
blocks.
Export a project summary for requesting a
quotation quickly.
Share the projects through internal server.
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Eff icient installation
Calculate the best
combination of materials.
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Project preview
Preview the transit with
colour coded blocks.

Manual conf iguration

On-site modif ication

Modify and adapt
conf igurations manually.

Modify cables positions
directly on the drawings.

Preferences selection
Export material list, reports
and installations drawings.

Project export
Export project summary for
requesting a quotation quickly.

HAWKE
INSTALLERS
APP
Hawke Installers App makes easier and
faster the installation of your transit projects,
approaching all the necessary information to
the construction point.
Designed to be launched f rom a portable
device (smartphone or tablet), Installers App
allows the installer to calculate automatically
the best conf iguration for a transit, obtaining
recommended distribution of the system,
material list, drawings with colour code and
other important information. All of this is
obtained maintaining traceability of the cables
and materials.
Also, the worker can consult product
information, installation instruction and tips,
watch the installation videos and contact with
Hawke Transit System for technical support.

All these features help to reduce
installation time and avoid potential
installation mistakes.
Save time installing your projects.
Calculate automatically or manually
the best combination of materials.
Modify and adapt conf igurations
manually.
Export material list, reports and
installation drawings.
Modify cables position directly on the
drawingt.
Preview the transit with colour coded
blocks.
Export a project summary for
requesting a quotation quickly.
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TAILOR-MADE
SOLUTIONS

HAWKE
INTEGRAL
SERVICES
The Hawke technical support seervice offers
a complete Installation Training program for
your installers.
The Installation Training also enables your
installers to learn the best installation
techniques thus saving time and preventing
installation mistakes.
The training also demostrates that Hawke can
be installed much faster than other transit
systems.
This training can include inspection and
supervision support in order to detect possible
installation mistakes and propose neccesary
correct actions.
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SUPPORT ALONG
THE LIFECYCLE
OF YOUR PROJECT

EXTEND YOUR FACILITY
LIFE CYCLE BEYOND
USING HAWKE

